Regional differences in feeding and other behaviors elicited by N-methyl-D-aspartic acid in the rodent hypothalamus: a reverse microdialysis mapping study.
Regional differences in the feeding stimulatory actions of hypothalamically delivered N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) were investigated. NMDA (660 microM intraprobe) delivered by reverse microdialysis into the tuberal lateral hypothalamus (tLH) reliably elicited feeding in satiated rats. The average food intake was 8.6 g in 50 min, and during the infusion rats spent 26% of the time eating, compared to less than 1% before NMDA treatment. In contrast, NMDA did not affect feeding when reverse dialyzed into the anterior LH (aLH), posterior LH (pLH) or the medial hypothalamus (MH). NMDA had no apparent behavioral effect in the aLH; in contrast, it significantly decreased the time spent resting/sleeping when infused into each of the other three areas tested. Additionally, in the medial hypothalamus, NMDA infusions increased time spent grooming; while in the pLH only alertness was significantly increased. These data underscore the functional and anatomical heterogeneity of the hypothalamus, and implicate glutamate and NMDA receptors in different portions of the hypothalamus in the control of eating, grooming and arousal.